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In a paper published in 1889, Hurwitz [3] proved that the holo-

morphic automorphic forms and the meromorphic automorphic func-

tions associated with groups arising from the Riemann surfaces of

algebraic functions satisfy algebraic differential equations of order

at most three; cf. [5], [8], and [ll].1 More precisely, given such a

form or function/, there is a polynomial P/EC[Xo, Xi, X2, X3] which

is zero for the specialization (X0, Xi, X2, Xt)—*(f,f',f",f").

To generalize this theorem, let Z be analytically equivalent to an

irreducible bounded symmetric domain in the sense of E. Cartan,

and suppose that the (real) dimension of the Shilov boundary of Z

is equal to dimcZ, the complex dimension of Z. Suppose further that

r is a discrete group of holomorphic automorphisms of Z which is

pseudoconcave or such that Z/T has a compactification as a con-

nected complex space whose meromorphic functions extend all of the

meromorphic functions on Z/Y. The main result of this paper is the

following:

Theorem. If a\imcZ>\, then every holomorphic Y-automorphic form

and every meromorphic Y-automorphic function on Z satisfies an alge-

braic differential equation of order at most equal to (dimcZ-f-rank Z).

The idea of the proof is simple. The hypotheses on T insure that the

Siegel-Thimm-Remmert-Andreotti-Grauert Theorem (cf. [14], [15],

[10], and [l]) can be applied. It states that analytically dependent

meromorphic functions on Z/Y are algebraically dependent. There-

fore, given a holomorphic T-automorphic form /, the theorem will be

proved if it is possible to construct (1+dimcZ) additional T-auto-

morphic forms which are polynomials in/and its derivatives.

Polynomial differential operators that map forms to forms, and

functions to functions, for all groups of holomorphic automorphisms

of Z will be constructed so that the individual characteristics of

distinct discrete groups will not require separate analysis. The geo-

metrical restrictions imposed on Z make such a construction possible

by using Jordan algebras [2], [6].
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1 I am indebted to Professor H. Petersson for bringing Hurwitz' work to my atten-

tion.
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Let 21 denote a simple compact real Jordan algebra. Then Z(2I)

= §!+*' exp2l is a tube domain which is holomorphically equivalent

to an irreducible bounded symmetric domain. 21 is dense in the Shilov

boundary of Z(2l), so the dimension of the Shilov boundary = dim 21

= dimcZ(2l). Conversely, Theorem 4.9 and [7, Remark 1, p. 286]

show that every irreducible bounded symmetric domain whose com-

plex dimension is equal to the real dimension of its Shilov boundary

is holomorphically equivalent to some Z(2l).

The full group G(2l) of holomorphic automorphisms of Z(2I) is

generated by the real translations z-+z-\-a with z^Z and aG2t, the

involution z—*—z~l, where the inverse is given by the Jordan struc-

ture, and by certain automorphisms of 21 if G(2l) is not connected.

If rCG(2I) and/ is a holomorphic automorphic form, then for each

7Gr,

f(yz) = det (j-j       f(z),

where dyz/dz denotes the Jacobian linear transformation,

q = dimc Z(2l)/rank Z(2I) = dim* 2I/rank 21,

and k is an integer called the weight of the form /; det(dyz/dz)~1,iq is

an irreducible polynomial.

Let (T, k) denote the complex vector space of holomorphic T-auto-

morphic forms of weight k. In order to define a polynomial differen-

tial operator with domain (T, k) and range a subset of (F, k') for some

k', introduce the reduced trace a(a) of cG2I. a(a, b) =<r(ab) is a non-

singular bilinear form which extends to the complexification 21 (i) of

21. Let Vs denote the gradient differential operator with respect to a

defined by
df
■f (a) = «r(V.f, o)
dz

for differentiable functions defined on open subsets of %(i).

Four types of polynomial differential operators can be constructed

from V in a natural way.

If aG2I(/), let the reduced norm of a be denoted by \a\ ; it is a

homogeneous polynomial of degree equal to rank 21 in the coordinates

of a with respect to a basis for 21. The mapping/—>| V/| defines a non-

linear first order operator.

Lemma 1. If f is a meromorphic Y-automorphic function, then |v/|

is a meromorphic function on Z(2l) which satisfies the functional equa-

tion of a T-automorphic form of weight 2.
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Proof. The Jacobian of a real translation is the identity, so that

| VF| behaves correctly with respect to real translations. A straight-

forward calculation shows that V_,-i =P(z)Vt where P(z) is the "qua-

dratic representation" of 21; hence | V_,-i/| = |z| 2| Vr/|. If A is an auto-

morphism of 21, then | VA*| =|V,| since det .4 = 1, which completes

the proof.
This differential operator converts automorphic functions to mero-

morphic automorphic forms, but it can also be used to map pairs of

holomorphic automorphic forms to holomorphic automorphic forms.

Suppose that/G(r, k) and gE(Y, I), and set r = rank 21. Then/'/g*
is a r-automorphic function. It follows that

E(f, g) = | W - kfVg |   = (/<i+,,//<I-1)) | V(/'/g*) |

belongs to (r, r(k+l)+2). This can be stated formally as

Lemma 2. E: (Y, k)X(Y, 1)->(Y, r(k+l)+2) for allYCG(Z(%)).

Observe that £ is a first order nonlinear operator, and E(f, /) =0;

it generalizes an operator used by Rankin [9].

The set exp2l has a natural structure as a symmetric homogeneous

space G/K. Let dp, be a conveniently normalized G-invariant measure

on expSl, and define the Laplace transform of an integrable function

/ with domain exp2I by

f(p) =  f      e~'^f(y)dll

where />£cl(exp2l). The mapping/-*/* defined by/*(y) = ( — )r| y\f(y)
induces a mapping of the Laplace transforms,

f(p)^f*(p),
which is a linear differential operator, d was explicitly computed in

[13]. Denote the n-fold composition of d with itself by dn.

Lemma 3. (a) d, = | V, | .
(b) a-: (r, ?-»)-»(I\ j + n) for all T C G(Z(%)).

The proof of this lemma appears in [13]. Part (b) is due to Selberg

(unpublished).

If qj^n, set

J)nf _   t(.n-n)lk+nrQnnq-n)lht

It is easy to see that Dnf is a polynomial in / and its derivatives of

order at most nr, and, as was shown in [12],
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Lemma 4. 7>: (T, *)-»(r, ra(>+2)) /or a// rCG(Z(2I)).

Remark. It is easily checked that

|v/|» = lim  WV—— -j)   D«f.

Proof of theorem. Suppose that/G(r, k). Since dimcZ>l, Dl

exists and is of order rank2I. Inductively define Elf = E(f, 7>'/),

Enf = E(f, £n_1/). En is a polynomial differential operator of order

(ra+rank2l). Let the weight of Enf be n(f). Then (recalling that

r = rank 21)

(Dlf)k/f+\    (^1/)V(/,,•••I(£dimc7)^dimc2(/,

induce dimcZ + 1 meromorphic functions on Z/T which are, by the

Siegel-Thimm-Remmert-Andreotti-Grauert Theorem, algebraically

dependent. Clearing the denominator completes the proof for forms.

If/ is a meromorphic r-automorphic function, then | V/| is a mero-

morphic form of weight 2. Hence

|V/|,        Dl\Vf\,       El\Vf\,...,E^CZ-l\Vf\

are dimcZ + l meromorphic forms which lead, just as above, to

dimcZ meromorphic functions. Together with/ itself, these are alge-

braically dependent. The order of £dimcz-i| v/| is (dimcZ—1)

+rank Z + l =dimcZ+rank Z. Hence the theorem is proved.

Remark. If dimcZ = l, then Dl is not defined. The operator of

least order mapping forms to forms is D2 (see [8] and [ll] for a

proof). In this case, {/, D2f, D3f\ lead to differential equations for

forms, and {/, | V/|, D2\ V/| } for functions. These are Hurwitz'

results.
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